Asa Sports

https://www.indiamart.com/asa-sports/

We are one of the leading Manufacturer, Trader, and Wholesaler of Badminton Racket, Football Shoes, Sports Shoes, PU Football and Cricket Accessories.
About Us

Established in 2018, Asa Sports is one of the leading Manufacturer of Cricket Bats, Balls and other cricket accessories, also wholesaler of badminton, football, basketball and other sports products. These products are designed by well-trained team in accordance with the set industry guidelines using the top-grade material and advanced techniques. To satisfy our customers in most effective way, we are offering these products in many sizes and designs. Apart from this, one can avail these products from us at market price within the promised period of time. Moreover, we work under the direction of our mentor Mr. Sagar. His brilliant managerial skills and zeal towards attaining the company objectives within the deadline have enabled us to muster a large number of loyal patrons in our patrons.

For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/asa-sports/profile.html
BADMINTON RACKET

yonex naoray 6000i

Yonex As2 Shuttle

Yonex Mavis 350

Lining Future 9 Shuttle
CRICKET SHOES

Nivia Crik 1000 Cricket Shoe

Adidas SL22 Yard Cricket Spike Shoes

Puma 19.2 Cricket Spikes Shoe

Nivia Caribbean 2.0 Cricket Shoe
CRICKET ACCESSORIES

Flash Club Synthetic Ball

ASA Prolite Gloves

SG CLUB WHITE

SS MASTER 99 ENGLISH WILLOW
CRICKET BAT

SS TON SPECIAL EDITION

SS VA-900 Matrix EW Bat

Ss Master 5000 English Willow Cricket Bat

SS MAGNUM PRO ENGLISH WILLOW
SPORTS BALL

Nivia Antirx handall

Wilson Tour Premier Tennis Balls

Nivia Red Tennis Ball

Dunlop Australian Open Tennis Balls
Yonex Badminton Strings Bg 65 070mm Assorted

Nivia Airstrike Goal Goalkeeper Gloves

Nivia Wrist Support

NIVIA Attack Ti Squash Racquet
FOOTBALL

Nivia Astra -32 Football Size-5

Nivia Dominator 3.0 Football

Nivia Shining Star Football

Nivia Airstrike Football Size-5
SPORTS SHOES

Addidas Hase Cricket Shoe

Addidas Adipower Vector Mid 20 Spike Shoes

Puma 22 FH Cricket Shoe

SG SCORER 5.0 SHOE
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Yonex AEROCLUB TR Fether Shuttle
- Asics Gel Peake 2 Cricket Stud
- Asa Leather Ball
- SS VINTAGE 7 FINISHER
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Nivia Shooting Ball
- Nivia Weight Lifting Wrist Support Pair
- Nivia Storm Rubber Football
- Asics Gel Lethal Field Cricket Shoes
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CONTACT US
Asa Sports
Contact Person: Aman Arora
Shop No. 1, Patel Chest, Delhi University
New Delhi - 110007, Delhi, India

📞 +91-8046056391
ℹ️ https://www.indiamart.com/asa-sports/